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Motivation/Application to AAPNMotivation/Application to AAPN

Routers cannot keep record of every Routers cannot keep record of every 
packetpacket
Thus sampling, and estimation of Thus sampling, and estimation of 
original flow characteristics, required tooriginal flow characteristics, required to
•• analyze utilization of router processing poweranalyze utilization of router processing power
•• determine need for web proxies determine need for web proxies 

•• perform load balancingperform load balancing
•• make dynamic routing decisionsmake dynamic routing decisions



Route Flow Through P or Q?Route Flow Through P or Q?
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Motivation/Application to AAPNMotivation/Application to AAPN

Routers cannot keep record of every packetRouters cannot keep record of every packet
Thus sampling, and estimation of original Thus sampling, and estimation of original 
flow characteristics, required toflow characteristics, required to
•• analyze utilization of router processing poweranalyze utilization of router processing power
•• determine need for web proxies determine need for web proxies 
•• perform load balancingperform load balancing
•• make dynamic routing decisionsmake dynamic routing decisions

•• reserve resources for new flowsreserve resources for new flows
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Once New Flow ArrivesOnce New Flow Arrives

Predict length of flow and reserve Predict length of flow and reserve 
time slots in future frames, time slots in future frames, 
accordingly accordingly 

mu + 3sigma time slots

=> 99% confidence



Immediate Research ObjectivesImmediate Research Objectives

Estimate from a sample Estimate from a sample 
•• the number of distinct flowsthe number of distinct flows
•• the number of packets in each flow the number of packets in each flow 

((ieie flow length)flow length)
•• the number of bytes in these packets the number of bytes in these packets 

((ieie packet length)packet length)



Problems/ChallengesProblems/Challenges

Tempting to:Tempting to:
•• sample every sample every NN’’thth pktpkt

•• attribute original length of attribute original length of NLNL to sampled flow to sampled flow 
length of length of LL

Problems:Problems:
•• some smaller flows are not sampled at allsome smaller flows are not sampled at all

•• larger flows are more likely to be sampledlarger flows are more likely to be sampled



Simple extrapolation does not work!Simple extrapolation does not work!



Sampling StrategiesSampling Strategies

Periodic sampling of every Periodic sampling of every NNth th pktpkt
•• introduces sampling correlationsintroduces sampling correlations
•• biases against selection of multiple closelybiases against selection of multiple closely--spaced spaced 

packetspackets

Independent sampling with probability Independent sampling with probability pp=1/=1/NN
MultirateMultirate sampling: vary the sampling rate sampling: vary the sampling rate 
over timeover time
•• start with high value of start with high value of pp, and then gradually , and then gradually 

reducereduce
•• so as not to lose information contained in smaller so as not to lose information contained in smaller 

flowsflows



Implementation MethodImplementation Method

Assume independent binomial Assume independent binomial 
distributiondistribution
Obtain logObtain log--likelihood functionlikelihood function
Numerically maximize using Numerically maximize using 
ExpectationExpectation--Maximization algorithmMaximization algorithm
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